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Fvery Connections 1)egiIlS six months
lxioi'c its publication when the staff and
.eociates of the Kettering Foundation
(assisted by several outside itutliorities) sit
doWn to review one area of research indepth. That review ends in a board discussion of options for future research.
I lie Connections for each period then
c plains these options and illustrates the
pros and cons of each through a series of
art ides.

The need for public
deliberation is
most evident when
the nation faces
a crisis as in the recent
terrorist attacks.

In this issue, we will report on "Citiicio' and Public Choice" research. One of
I I Id' first and most obvious conclusions in
studying how democracy might work as it
sliouki is that democracy cannot function
at its best unless citizens are able to make
responsilik' decisions about their collectivc fate So the foundation has been
studying the process of public decision
niaking (deliberation) for nearly 20 years.
lhc objective of this research isn't only to
understand how the public talks and rcaIlls but also to find out how such a fun1:1 mental l)racticc as deliberation can
I)(come a more widespread habit. That
Lir liberation has been it habit iii the past
i' evident. The word is found in many
cai'ly political cultures with a rather consi stent meaning: collective decision makilig. And students of politics toditv have
iiiade compelling arguments that a
t,leinocracy necessarily implies clehberati III because there is no monarch or
other authority to make decisions, (For
more, on scholars and the roles they
might pla), in deliberative democracy, see
the 2002 issue of Kettering's IIi,'her Mudat/IO? !Lv'ban,ge)
1 democracy is to mean selirulc,
dcli heration has to be public. John Adams
understood that in 1776. Adams not only
recognized that the "whole l'eople" had to
ulu'liheratc but also was grateful that dclii)('l';it iofl had been going on Ii )ng enough
[(I rq)(n 1)LIh1c jiglillill

Time has been given for the whole
People. maturely to consider the
great Question of Independence and
to ripen their judgments, dissipate
their Fears, and allure their I lopes,
by discussing it in News Papers and
Paniphletts, b' debating it. in Assemblies, Conventions. Committees of
Safety and Inspection, in 'l'own and
Counts' Meetings, as well as in
l)flvate (;on'ersations, so that the
whole l'copk in every Colony of the
thirteen, have now adopted it, as
their own Act.'—"l'his will cement the
tnion, and avoid those Heats and
l)erliaPs Convulsions which might
have been occasioned. by such a
Declaration Six Months ago.
The need for public deliberation is
most evident when the nation faces a crisis - as in the recent terrorist attacks.
Enn tions run high, knee-jerk reactions
can set in. and innocent PeoPk' may be
harmed. In order to avoid hasty decisions, public deliberation has to be
ingrained in the politic'al culture. That is
most likely to be the case whcn people
understand that deliberation is a different
kind of public talk, unlike airing grievances or conveying iniorniation. In order
to know what deliberation is and can do,
citizens have to experience it: they can't
just read about it, however, repeating the
definition the foundation uses may be
helpful here. Deliberation is weighing
carefully (with others who may have different views) the costs and consequences
of the major options for responding to a
common l)rol)lem. Each alternative touchc's on a number of things that people
hold vaival)le and creates conflicts that,
to use a phrase of Daniel Yankelovich.
have to be "worked through: For instance.
options that increase our freedom ma'
also compromise our security. Certainly
11 tat w;ts I lie c;isc s hen 111eri1,tns
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l)flhcticc must have found its way into all
the places where collective decisions
are made and must be a ailahk to all
parts of Society. Fortunately. deliberation
seems to occur naturally (its during six

They d kin' t assli me that onc ap p o o( It
wouki be better than the oilier tlii-co: but
rather that weigi ting all ii m r might rus iii
in a better understanding of barriers to.
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crucial months in 1776), so the challenge
is to reinlorce deliberative instincts, not
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introduce sonietliirig that is totally lr-
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cign. Yet, that said, public deliberation is
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people to reason together.
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In order for
deliberation to
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be available to
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J'our
lulL I1Itc,- l\ 'c ciii I I I I ic"c uiiy,IiiuIis
arc already vriting discussion guides to
pi'()fllotC public deliberation or have
chapters organizing deliberative forums.
They include the American Bar Association, the General Federation of \''omen's
Clubs, the league of Women Voters of
California. the Farm Foundation, and it
group of :icadcniic honor societies incluciml, 11hi 1k t i K pp i i lkse projects niml,ht
present .in opportunity for shared learning about ways in which public cichberaboil furthers the objectives of our nationti CiviC organizations.

Option two says that the most critical
problem Iicing deliberative deimcracy
isn't the already civically engaged Americans but rather the "unorganized citizen'
who doesn't belong 10 a national organization. The organizations with the greatest capacity to break down wliatcvc'r isolates these people are comniunity-hased
institutiolls such as churches and tenant
associations. There is reason to believe
that more of these institutions would be
interested in providing opportunities for
deliberations on issues of concern to
their constituencies. For instance, one of
the best deliberative progratim in the
country has been going on for years in it
neighborhood assoc:iation t>t 'lbpcka.
Kansas. We have also learned of ministers
who have brought forums to the inner
cities of towns like Cincinnati, Ohio. In
addition, literacy organizations have
taken deliberation into psons as is hapx'mng in Rockview, Pennsvlv-ania. And
deliberation may he going on among the
sul)poscdlv unorganized citizens in rooms
that (loOt have a sign saying "forum" over

noon three grows out of the
lslII 1 il)iion that deliberation cannot
become a habit when issuc's are routinely
framed in a highly polarized or overly
technical fitshkm. How can there be true
deliberation if there are never more than
two alternatives to consider on any issue
:tiid citizens can't understand what is at
stake because the terms in which probems are described are off-putting? This
option says to focus the research on
)lc,ii1iY:iliuIls tIi,I h;i\c a sdl1intuiest in
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deliberation and problem solving. Fi r
instance, Sortie news organizations have
done that in Hammond, Indiana. and
()wensboro. Kentucky,
The fourth option reflects Thomas
Jefferson's comiviction that deliberation
(or any other democratic practice) will
not become a habit tinless PCol)le practicc' it in their eomnliinilies. That argues
for more research focused on what is
happening in framing local issues and
finding out what types of community
organizations are most likely to provide
space loi' public deliberation. Studies that
have been done with civic associations in
Grand Rapids, Michigan; Akron, Ohio:
Owenshoro. Kentucky: and Kanawha.
West Virginia suggest it great deal is happcning that is going unreported. This line
of research could also draw on community lorums in other countl-ies, such is Russia. Colombia. and Nev., Zcalaiid to name
just 'a few.
As these options are being discussed
at Kettering, the lhundatkm tries to keep
in mind the argument that deliberative
democracy is neither desirable nor possible - particularly the view that most citizens do not have the ability or the desire
to deliberate. Even if the critics are right,
however, people continue to go to the
polls and vote their convictions in what
has been called "lawmaking by ballots."
'l'imothv Egan of 'Ibe Nen.' }brI Times has
written a recent article (reprinted in this
issue of Connections) with a long list of
what he considers mixed messages and
muddled thinking that have resulted
when people have voted without the
benefit of deliberation. (Also, we have
iloted that sonic of the issues l)ut on ballots were framed so that deliberation was
virtually impossible) Some will read
Egan's article as confirmation of their
worst fears about their fellow citizens. I
have read it and recall that often-quoted
line horn 'thomas Jefferson about the
inescal)able necessity of "informed discretiori" in a democracy.
David Mathews is president of the Kettering
Foundation.
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